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URISG the past two decades there have been tremendous advances in aeronautical developments.
Aside from transportation, the airplane has been used in crop seeding and dusting, predator control, fire suppression, mapping and many other operations which have captured the interest of agricultural and land management agencies. Vast and inaccessible areas which characterize the land under the care and protection of government agencies have offered a fert,ile field for research in the use of airplanes in land management activities. In this respect, the revegetation of depleted and burned over ranges has been a particular challenge. Millions of acres of both federal and private land are so denuded that management alone is insufficient to restore them. These ranges and watersheds must be reseeded artificially, but the topography and extent of this land prohibits the use of ordinary farm implements, even provided the labor and materials could be made available to do the work.
The initial work in the use of airplanes for range revegetation quickly indicated that this method was the fastest method of broadcasting known to man, and that it could be used on otherwise unworkable areas. The results, however, were far below expectations and disclosed that a multitude of technical problems had to be solved. It was found that wind and air currents drifted t,he seed and it did not always fall on the area intended. Pilots were unable to cover an area without passing over the same course twice or leaving unseeded gaps. Birds, rodents and insects consumed much of the broadcast seed. Much of the seed was washed and 33 blown away, and there were obvious problems. many less About two years ago Congress authorized the expenditure of considerable sums of money for the purpose of accelerating research in the field of aerial revegetat,ion. Since then many large scale projects have been reseeded by this method. For instance, the three states of Wyoming, Idaho and Arizona combined have broadcast 100,000 acres with pelletized grass and legume seed. Saked seed has been broadcast over 24,000 acres in \'C'yoming in the past year alone, and several other western and southwestern states have like acreages which have been reseeded with either raw seed or seed encased in pellets.
The aerial revegetation work done in Wyoming by the Bureau of Land Management consists of 20,000 acres reseeded with pelletized seed prepared by Dr. L. S. -4dam's process and 24,000 acres reseeded with naked seed. The twelve project areas which have been completed vary greatly in altitude and topography and operations were carried on in all types of weather conditions. Although there are circumstances peculiar to each individual project, wherever this type of operation is carried on, it may be assumed that the work done in Wyoming is a representative sample of aerial broadcasting throughout t,he range states.
The primary object of this discussion is to present the methods and techniques of broadcasting seed by airplane, the costs of this type of reseeding, and other phases prior to actual germination. There are successful examples of aerial revegetation which have encouraged these efforts, and given high hopes for success. However, The following points must be kept in mind in selecting sites to be reVegetated by the aerial broadcast method. Firstmoisture conditions must be adequate to produce the species selected for planting under cultiVation methods. Second-soils must be good, and capable of supporting a thrifty stand of the species desired. Third-some factor or condition must exist which rvill guarantee t,hat a reasonable percentage of the seed n-ill be covered. In this connection, the loose ash resulting from a recent fire provides a good coVering agent. The falling 1eaVes under a deciduous forest are good. -4 plot which assumes the shape of a square or rectangle makes the flagmen, who guide t,he plane, adVance in a straight line and allows the pilot to fly a regular pattern, thus becoming familiar with the terrain and with the course which he must follow. It also allows the loading crew to calculate the correct weight of seed for each trip a.nd to check on the rate of seeding. Without estensiVe preliminary ground surveys irregular areas offer no method of calculating the acreage in each strip and make 'it necessary for flagmen to survey and offset as they go. Actually, on a well planned and superVised aerial reseeding operation, flagmen haVe no time t,o do more than measure specified distances along a line and signal the pilot on his course.
SUCCESS DEPEXDS ON THE 3I-4~ ON THE
. GROCXD
The nest problem to be considered is ground control. The pilot must be shown where to fly in order that seed will fall e\-enly distributed oVer t,he entire area selected. The number of flagmen will depend on several factors, most important of which are; the topography, Visibility, .desired accuracy, size of the area and cost.
On level areas visibility is ordinarily good for one t,o one and one-half miles, n-hen the weather is suitable for flying. In this case, flagmen at one mile intervals are adequate to guarantee good coverage. In rough or mountainous terrain they should be stationed so that one or more flagmen are always in sight of the pilot regardless of the distance apart. Otherwise the plane cannot be kept on a straight line and many strips will be entirely missed while others are broadcast two or three times. The flagmen must locat'e each successive strip to be flown and it is their job to keep these strips straight and uniform. Each flagman should be equipped with a compass and a tape or chain, for pacing is not accurate enough-especially in rough country. The flagman must follow a course perpendicular to the line of flight or he will soon be out of line with the other flagmen, and the pilot will not have a straight line t)o follow.
In Wyoming the Bureau of Land Management has attempted to average seventeen Crested Wheatgrass seeds per square foot (which is roughly the equivalent of four pounds per acre with unpelletized seed) and by adequate flagging and frequent ground checks this goal has been reached to a surprising degree of accuracy.
Where less uniformity is required fewer flagmen would be necessary. However, ground control on the Wyoming projects actually costs less t,han one cent per acre. It would hardly seem logical to sacrifice accuracy and uniformity when the cost is so little.
Many different sizes, shapes and 'colors of signaling flags have been tried, and the resulting conclusions have been that two cloth flags one yard square and of contrasting color are superior to any other type. It has been found that motion is the most important requisite of a good signal. With t,he type of flags recommended a man on the ground is not hampered by AIRPLASE 35 and can wave them vigorously in weight wide crossing arcs. This signal can be distinguished with the unaided eye up to five miles, provided, of course, that visibility conditions are good. In the matter of color, bright yellow or white is good in most areas with red for the opposite flag. When there is snow on the ground, one red and one orange flag seems to be the best combinatVion.
Small flags can be used readily by men on horseback or afoot and it is particularly effective with mounted men, since the flagman is above much of the brush and other obstacles and the horse itself attracts the eye of the pilot. Where trucks or automobiles can be used, the vehicles themselves are good targets. Signal flash guns, like the ones used on naval vessels would be highly efficient, but in most cases too expensive for this type of work. On one occassion, in Wyoming, the flying was done on a moonlight night and flagmen used gas lanterns.
CHOOSE L_~?\'DIxG FIELDS CAREFULLY
The landing field is important and a major factor in aerial revegetation. This is the base of operations, where the airplane takes off and lands, where the plane is repaired and refueled, where seed is stored and loaded into the plane, and where t,he entire project looks for orders and supervision.
The air strip should be located as near the project area as possible for economy and speed of operations, and for better coordination between ground control, loading crew and pilot.
Small planes can operat'e from small fields. In Wyoming, highways, hay fields and even bare ridge tops were used for small planes and little construction work was needed.
Some runways were constructed with a road grader, some with a bulldozer and others were merely dragged over with a heavy timber behind a truck. Most of these were constructed either within or adjacent to the reseeding area, and did not exceed 1500 feet in length and 50 feet in width. Large planes, such as the r\'3N, the PT-17 and the Ford Tri-motor, however, need good level air-strips up t'o a mile long and 100 feet wide, depending on the altitude of the strip. It isdifficult to find fields for these larger planes within or near the desired area and the const,ruction of such a field would be costly. Finally, the landing strip must also be accessible to trucks so that seed, gasoline and supplies can be hauled in easily.
PROPER LOADIXG IXCREASES SAFETY AND ,4CCCRACY
In conjunction with the landing field, provision should be made for handling, weighing and loading the seed into t,he plane. In the first place, an airplane is a delicate mechanism and it cannot be loaded in the same manner t'hat coal is shoveled into a box car. The fabric covered wings and fuselage can be torn by the slightest pressure. Therefore, most loading must be done by hand or by properly trained and equipped crews. Small planes can carry only about 200 pounds of seed either by volume or by weight. Therefore, only hand loading is practical in t'he case of naked seed, and pellets are too heavy to be carried economically at all. The larger type airplane will carry 500 to 3000 pounds of naked seed and lSO0 pounds to several thousand pounds of pelletized seed.
Generally, loading has been accomplished by hand even with the larger planes and usually requires three or more men. The crew that handled pellets in Wyoming had contrived a truck-mounted hoist with a funnel shaped container to load the pellets and this worked very well. So doubt, equipment will be developed for this purpose as t,he volume of aerial revegetation increases.
The seed should be weighed prior t,o loading for txo reasons. First-it serves as a safety KILLOCGH factor so t*hat the plane will not be overloaded and enables the pilot to foretell the performance of his plane. Secon.dit aids in holding the rate of seeding constant, since the amount of seed to cover each strip or flight can be accurately weighed in advance and no more or no less than the desired weight can be broadcast.
DIRECTIOX OF FLIGHT CHOSEN BY RE.~SON --SOT GHAWE
The direction of flight is decided by several factors. It is advisable to fly the long way of rectangular areas, and thus avoid unnecessary turns. Each turn takes time and gasoline, and increases the cost of the operat)ion. On the other hand the airplane should be seeding both going away from the landing st,rip and returning, in order to avoid 'dry runs' when possible.
It is difficult t'o see flagmen against the sun, so the direction of flight should be north and south in most instances.
The nature of the topography must also be considered.
It is of great benefit to the pilot if he can maintain nearly level flight, so that he can concentrate on the flagmen, his rate of speed, and the hopper opening. With large planes this factor is not so important, but with small planes it may mean success or failure. -4s an example of this, one area near Shell, Wyoming had a gradual rise of about 700 feet in the first mile and three-quart,ers.
Piper Cubs with sixty-five horsepower Cont#i-nent'al engines were used on this job. On one of the first strips flown the pilot left the field with a full load of seed, and beginning his run on the lower end attempted to maintain a constant height of one hundred feet above the ground. The climb was too much for the little plane and by the time he reached the peak of the rise his flying speed had dropped t.o a mere 45 miles an hour and his wheels were dragging the sagebrush.
Seedless t,o say the flagman on this point dropped his flags and gave the plane full right of way! Fort,unately, the terrain dropped off abruptly and the pilot was able to pick up speed and get away safely. Proper planning can avoid many of the hazards of this work as well as improving the speed and quality.
SEED SC_UTTER GOVERXED BY hf_~XY F_~CTORS
When seed is broadcast by airplane it is scattered in adjacent strips, parallel to the direction of flight. These strips vary in width according to the type of airplane, speed of the plane, the size of the propellor, height of plane, type of seed distributor, weight and shape of the seed, and direction and velocity of wind. The effect* of all of these factors, except the wind, can be determined and the width of strip established accordingly. The best type of hopper outlet or seed distributor, so far tried, has been a modified crop dusting attachment, commonly called a "Ventura tube". This consists of a shallow, funnel shaped metal box, open at both ends with the narrow end forward. The interior of this box is divided int,o three sections or compartments and the seed enters just forward of the dividing vanes. The forward motion of the plane and the propellor blast blows the seed through this device, causing it to be released in a fan shaped pattern.
As the seed is released it is blown behind the plane by the air stream created from the propellor, usually termed "prop wash". This prop wash widens as it leaves the plane to several times the width of the propellor and thus aids in spreading the seed. The Piper Cub has a five-foot, eightinch propellor and it was found that the seed spread averaged about 50 feet. The PT-17 equipped with a nine foot propellor gave an average spread in excess of '70 feet. These figures are for light, naked seed, since this factor changes for heavier seed and pellets.
The seeding patt'ern is also influenced by the shape of the plane and the corresponding air turbulence that it creates. Single winged planes cause far less turbulence than bi-planes and consequently produce a narrower seed patt'ern. The height of the plane above the ground also influences the width of seed scatter. The optimum height for best results with both large and small planes has been 100 feet for naked. seed. Greater heights than this make it, more difficult t,o drop the seed on the desired area and do not increase the spread. ,U lower elevations the pattern becomes narrower and maximum spread cannot be obtained. In the case of pellets, greater altitude is desirable since the pellets are heavy and do not lose their initial momentum as rapidly. The speed of the plane indirectly affects t,he spread, as it influences the prop wash, turbulence, and action of the spreader attachment. Small planes ordinarily seed at about GO miles an hour, whereas, large planes operate at speeds of 80 to 100 miles per hour.
Actual field trials should be made in testing the width of the st)rip seeded. It n-as found that shallow wooden boxes, with an inside area of one square foot were excellent for this purpose. These boses are placed in a string across the line of flight so that an examination of the contents of the boxes v-ill determine the width of the pattern.
This arrangement also allows a check on the rate and distribution within the strip. Strips of cloth may be used in this same manner. Khen there is a good cover of snow on the ground seed can be seen so readily that no special equipment is needed. Wind, air currents and other atmospheric conditions cannot be cont~rolled nor effectively measured, however, when consecut,ive strips are flown these factors will for the most part compensate for themselves.
GOOD SEED IMPORTANT FOR GOOD RESULTS
-4s in ot'her reseeding methods, clean, viable seed is desirable. It is particularly important that the seed be clean, because the hopper outlets used for this I\-ork are narrow and any fouling caused by trash and other material lvill cause poor distribution patterns and may even entirely stop the flow of seed. .4nother reason for using good seed is that it occupies less space, which is a big factor in aerial work, since the carrying capacity of most airplanes is limited more by volume than by weight.
XERIAL RESEEDIXG JOBS so TRAINNG SCHOOL FOR PILOTS
Before discussing t'ypes of airplanes and cost of operations some consideration should be given to pilots. -4erial revegetation work is an extremely hazardous undertaking even under the best of conditions. The pilot flys close to the ground and must make many split second decisions. He must concentrate on his speed, altitude, instruments, direction, alignment, and seeding device simultaneously, if he is to do a good job safely. Only pilots with considerable training and years of experience were used in 117yoming and these men have all commented on the risk of t,he undertaking.
For the safety of the pilot as well as the success of the job only very well qualified men should attempt to do this work. We must learn the art of aerial reseeding by doing it, . but it is no place to learn how to fly.
PICK THE AIRPLAPI'E THAT FITS THE JOB
Several types and makes of airplanes have been used in this work, and the advantages and limitations of each carefully studied. The smaller type of plane, typified by the Piper Cub, has some distinct advantages over large planes. Primarily, it can be operated from a short and fairly rough landing field-the type of field that can be located or constructed very cheaply within or adjacent to the reseeding area. These little planes can be operat'ed and maintained cheaply and more pilots are available, who have'had experience in flying t'hem. Loading is fairly simple and can be done rapidly and efficiently by one man alone. Repair parts are usually available on short notice. The main disadvantages are the limited load which they are able to carry and their lack of sufficient power for this type of flying. Two hundred pounds of seed is the limit that -this type of plane can safely handle, and they are only satisfact'ory with this load when operating in winds of fifteen miles per hour or less, in elevations of less than 7300 feet, and over relatively level terrain. They are not capable of negotiating a sustained climb when loaded, and are unable to cope with the down drafts and currents characteristic of much of our rough and mountainous country. Larger airplanes are capable of carrying several times as much seed and are powerful enough to operate at any desired altitude. They are not much affected by terrain and can climb with a load. They are more stable in turbulent air and other adverse conditions.
The disadvantages lie in their relatively high operating and maintenance cost, and in their need for large runways. In comparing operating costs, it is estimated that the PT-17 and S3N, Sal-y Trainers, which are popular dusting and seeding models, cost six times more to operate than the Piper Cub.
To obtain the most value from the two types of aircraft, each should be used in the areas where its particular advantages are most effectjive. Small airplanes should be used where the area to be seeded is small, and at least one complete strip can be broadcast with one loading; where the altitude is less than 7500 feet and the topography is reasonably level; where landing fields are not suitable for large craft; where only naked seed is t'o be scattered;
and where operations will be limited to good weather conditions.
It should be added here that small planes should be used in pairs to save on flagging and loading costs since this eliminates the lag caused by loa.ding one plane alone. To illustrate this; one area near Pinedale, Wyoming consisting of 2560 acres was seeded in twenty-two hours and forty-five minutes by one Piper Cub plane operating from a runway adjacent to t'he area. Another area of the same acreage near Shell, Wyoming was seeded in nine hours and fifteen minutes by two Piper Cub airplanes operating from a field one and one-half miles from the area. Thus, the use of two planes saved thirteen hours and t.hirty minutes, in spit!e of the fact that they had to fly nearly two hundred miles farther in hauling the seed from the landing strip to the area.
Large planes, should be used n-here areas to be seeded are large, and topography is rough, where good laInding fields are available at a reasonable dist ante from the area, and where pelletized seed is used or large loads of naked seed are economical, and where adverse weather conditions may be anticipated.
In regard to terrain and air conditions, the larger plane is dist,inctly superior in its ability to maintain constant flying speeds and a consistent height above the ground by virtue of the powerful engine provided for this purpose. This insures a more even distribution of seed.
ECOXOMY THE XCMBER OSE FEATURE OF
.~ERI_~L RESEEDIXG The wide variation was due primarily to the cost of seed, since some of the seed was purchased in other years for around fifteen cents per pound and other lots were bought this year at fifty cents a pound and up. Many of the projects were completed during periods of extremely bad weather when it was necessary to hold flagmen and laborers five or six days t'o accomplish only a few hours act,ual flying. The cost of flying varied from t*wenty-three cents per acre on the first project to eleven and one-half . cents on the last project. With information, obtained from these projects there is no question but n-hat high standards of aeria-1 reseeding can be accomplished for twenty cents per acre or less, plus the cost of seed.
In regard tlo pelletized seed, the 20,000 acres complet,ed in Wyoming this year cost $2.15 per acre. This was with the Adam's pellets. Of this cost, $l.i5 was for pelletizing and flying and forty cents for seed and all other costs. Plans were ma.de for broadcasting additional acreages with pelletized seed during the fall of 19G$ but were abandoned for the reason that high bids on seed processing made large scale operations impractical.
For example, the cost of pelletizing and flying clay pellets rose to approximately $5.46 per acre. This figure would have at least equaled the current market value of the land and included neither seed nor supervision and other expenses inherent in the operation.
Range revegetation with pelletized seed is still a new field and neither standard costs nor standard results can be established at this time. The projects completed to date indicate that much additional work must, be done before this method will be satisfactory from the standpoint of either economy or results.
The most important single factor in the cost of aerial reseeding is, of course, speed. The area selected must be square or rectangular so that ground crews may operate without excessive preliminary surveying. The runway must be placed as close as possible to the area to reduce hauling distances and loss of time between the area and the runway. Ground crews must be organized to work together as an efficient team. The airplane or airplanes must be of a type most suitable t'o the area and the landing facilities. Broadcasting should be done ITT-hen weather is good so that no time will be lost because of bad flying conditions. This will save paying unnecessary labor.
Since speed greatly influences cost and these items are two of the primary reasons for using airplanes in range revegetation it is interesting to note some figures on the speed of operations on the Wyoming projects.
Sine areas involving nearly 14,000 acres and varying in altitude from 4000 to 7300 feet, were broadcast to Crested Wheatgrass seed at t'he rate of four pounds per acre. A Piper Cub airplane equipped with an ordinary sixtyfive horsepower Continental engine was used on these areas and averaged 131 acres per hour actual flying time. Two of these Cubs were used on another project covering 25GO acres and together averaged 276 acres per hour. On a third area consisting of 8031 acres of very rough and mountainous range a 326 acre per hour KILLOUGH average was obtained using a PT-17 Xavy Trainer powered by a 450 horsepower M7asp engine. The initial points of the strips on this large area were from two to four and one-fourth miles distant from the landing field and, snow, fog, and wind persisted throughout the operation. On one or two occasions the weather cleared somewhat, and during these periods seed was spread at the record rate of 500 acres per hour. It is probable that the entire 8031 acres could have been seeded in sixteen hours flying time if flying conditions had been good throughout t'he operation. injury to t,he seed seems to be t'he major fault in t)he clay pellets. Recently, a type of plastic-coated pellet has been produced, which allows the seed to germinate well and practically eliminates mechanical injury, but so far, these plastic pellets have been too expensive for practical use. Theoretically, se'ed pellets offer a solution t,o many of the present difficulties in aerial revegetation-they provide for seed covering, and offer a means of sowing fertilizer with the seed as well as insect and rodent repellents. At least they are worth further invest,igation.
In the case of naked seed, the techniques of aerial broadcasting haye now been developed, and perfected to the extent that seed can be scattered accurately and economically.
The initial observation areas have been seeded by this method. These areas have included high altitudes and low altitudes, land both level and rough, good soilsand poor soils, areas where moisture conditions were very good and where they were very poor. 
